


ies. Since the end of 2005, 

I also asked 600 other CPAs from Maryland, Illinois, Iowa and 

Oklahoma to study the same cases and decide which posed ethi- 

cal dilemmas and which did not. 

Let me describe what I learned about ethical decision models. 

Ethical decision models 
There are a lot of ethical decision models available for us to 

study. Some I liked. Others I found to be either overly simplistic 

or too complex. The American Institute of CPAs (AICPA) has 

published a sophisticated flowchart titled Ethics Decision Tree 

for CPAs in Government. (Check out the tree at www.aicpa. 

org/pubs/cpaltr/nov2002 /supps/gov3 .htm.) It contains 1 1 
decision diamonds, six process descriptions, seven connectors 

and a full page of explanatory notes. I studied it at great length 

- anything that complex must contain profound import and 

meaning, I thought. Ultimately, I concluded that the entire tree 

boiled down to the following guidance for resolving ethical 

dilemmas: 
* Follow your organization's ethics policy. 

* Failing that, work up your chain of command until re- 

solved. 

* Failing that, take additional steps you deem necessary. 

* Failing that, reconsider your continuing employment with 

this organization. 

The AICPA ethical decision tree is simplicity masked by 

seeming complexity. Rube Goldberg would find it appealing. 

My good friend Jim Brackens, aVSCPA member, designed 

the VSCPA's course and employed an ethical decision model 

developed by the American Accounting Association (AAA) : 

I .  Determine the facts. 

2.  Define the ethical issues. 

3. Identify major principles, rules and values. 

4. Specify the alternatives. 

5. Compare values and alternatives and see if the decision is 

clear. 

6 .  Assess the consequences. 

7. Make your decision. 

This is a good model, and Jim used it effectively in his classes. 

Continued on page 26 
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DOING THE RIGHT THING 
Continued from page 15 

My own research surfaced two other models that I 
Figure 1 : decided were instructive. The first is Rest's Model of 

Four components of ethical reasoning Ethical Action (see Figure 1 at left). 

the CPAs simply acted without realizing that an ethical 

issue existed. If we don't spot the ethical dilemma. then 

L Another ethical model I found insi~htful is known as 

plain English (see Figure 3 at right). 

Most of us will probably recall the public discussions 

following the collapse of Enron, Worldcorn and Arthur 

Andersen about moving away from rules-based account- 

ing and auditing standards to principles-based accounting 

and auditing standards. This is what I think Kohlberg was 

Source: Jones, Joanne; Massey, Dawn W.; Thorne, Linda. "Auditors' Ethical trying to tell us: As we mature as a species, we need to 
Reasoning: Insights from Past Research and Implications for the Future," strive to the highest level of ethical sophistication and just 
Journal of Accounting Literature, 2003. do the right thing. 

STRIVING FOR PRINCIPLES-BASED ETHICS 
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Figure 2: 
Kohl berg's theory of cognitive development [See sidebar, "Striving for Principles- 

Based Ethics."] 

So, why can't we get to Kohlberg's 

highest ethical level? As my discussions 

with nearly 800 CPAs revealed, we can- 

not always agree on what the right thing 

is in any particular circumstance. Our 

self-interest in most situations prevents 

us from always reaching the principles- 

based level. We have a human tendency to 

rationalize our way around the right thing 

in order to do what serves our personal, 

business or economic self-interests. 

Ethical decision models are valuable 

as we strive to understand why we have 

problems making the right decisions. 

Once we recognize an ethical dilemma 

confronting us, we usually know - deep 

down inside - the right thing to do. But, 

as a practical a$l to specific decisions, 
re-Conventional models are, in my view, simply crutches 

that help us avoid facing tough decisions. 

Turning to some set of steps or 

procedures labeled an "ethical decision 

tree7' or "model" appeals to our penchant 
Source: lones, loanne; Massey, Dawn W.; Thorne, Linda. "Auditors' Ethical Reasoning: 
Insights from Past Research and Implications for the Future," journal of Accounting 
Literature, 2003. 

to procrastinate. By slogging through a 

set of procedures, we try to avoid or at 

least delay making the tough --- usually 

unpleasant and often costly - decision 

that we know is really needed. 

Arriving at the right ethical decisions 

is often very difficult, and I developed 

seven cases laying out specific sets of facts 

related to possible ethical dilemmas. Stay 

tuned for the September/ October issue 

of Disclosures for two of these case 

studies. EI 
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Ethics 

Doing the right thing, part 
The New Age Soccer case 

Sometimes the best way to go about doing 
By David L. Cotton, CPA, CFE, CGFM ----- the right thing can be pretty confusing. 

In the July/August issue of Disclosures, I 
tackled several different methods available to 

CPAs making ethical decisions, and ultimately 

decided ethical decision trees and models are 

often crutches we use to help us avoid (or just 

delay) malzing tough decisions. (Check out the 

July/August Disclosures issue online at www. 

vscpa. com/Publications / Uisclosures for more on 

that topic.) 

In developing my own version of the 2005 

ethics course mandated by theVirginia Board of 

Accountancy, I created seven cases laying out spe- 

cific sets of facts related to possible ethical dilem- 

mas. As I developed these cases, I was concerned 

that i i ~ ~ r r e ~ t "  ethical conclusions might be readily 

evident to everyone, thus leaving us nothing to 

discuss. 

I need not have worried. In every case, many 

participants (up to 43 percent) saw no ethical 

problem where the rest of us saw a serious ethical 

violation. 

Discussions about each case revealed that 

we tend to seek rationalizations to justify doing 

what we want to do instead of what we ethi- 

cally should do. The following case generated an 

intense - -  and enlightening - discussion. 

New Age Soccer 
Seaside County operates a youth 

soccer program, New Age Soccer. 

Terry, league commissioner for 6-7 
year olds, recently obtained several 

research studies that concluded that 

the self-esteem of children younger 

than 10 years old could be seriously 

damaged by competitive sports 

contests when they end up on the 

losing side. 

Consequently, Terry decides that 

league matches will not be scored 

this season. Terry explains this to 

the parent-coaches for the 12 teams at the pre- 

season organizational meeting. At the conclusion 

of the meeting, the 12 coaches decide to meet to 

discuss the "no-score" rule, among other matters. 

Of the 12 coaches, 10 disagree with the "no- 

score" rule while two (Pat and Sandy) think the 

rule is a good idea. Collectively, they decide that 

if the 10 coaches want to keep score "informally," 

they can; but Pat and Sandy indicate they do not 

plan to keep score. 

As the season progresses, the 10 coaches 

lzeep track of their "informal" scores and even 

maintain "informal" win-loss standings that the 

coaches exchange among themselves. On the last 

regularly scheduled week of the season, the two 

teams with the best "informal" win-loss records, 

the Sharks and the Guppies, happen to end up 

playing each other for what turns out to be the 

"informal" championship game. At the conclusion 

of the game, the teams are "informally" tied 4 4 .  
The two coaches meet in the center of the 

field; they agree to conclude the game with a 

shootout. They confer with the league-employed 

referee, Chris, who tells them that having a 

shootout is outside the league rules she is sup- 

posed to enforce. 

The two coaches know that referees are paid 

$10 per game, so they each offer to pay Chris an 

additional $5 if she will stay and 'iinformally" of- 

ficiate the "informal" shootout. Chris agrees. 

The shootout score ends up Guppies - 3, 

Sharks - 2. The two teams meet and congratulate 

each other in the center of the field and then all 

go to Chuck E. Cheese's to celebrate a successful 

and fun season. 

Select the most appropriate conclusion. 
A. There is no real problem here. Keeping 

informal track of scores did not formally 

violate any rules. 

B. This is a problem. By agreeing to participate 
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in the league, these parent-coaches commit- 

ted themselves to following the rules. 

T17e ethical dilemma 
The New Age Soccer case has nothing to do 

with accounting or auditing. Nevertheless, in 

my courses presented to nearly 800 CPAs from 

across the country, almost everyone was anx- 

ious to provide an opinion on this case. Among 

the professionals who evaluated the case, 2 3.46 

percent felt there was no ethical problem, while 

76.54 percent felt the opposite. 

Thus, nearly one of every four highly trained 

ethical thinkers saw no problem with the coaches 

conspiring to circumvent the commissioner's 

rules. 

One of the most illustrative comments made 

to justify answer "A" (no problem) was, "Well, 

it's a stupid rule!" I followed up and asked the 

participant, "So, your position is that if you think 

a rule is stupid, you do not need to follow it?" He 

somewhat sheepishly responded by saying, "Well 

. . . uh, no; let me think about this some more." 

Others tried to justify answer "A" by saying 

things like "as long as the luds don't find out 

about the score-keeping, it's not a problem"; "the 

commissioner had no right to be so autocratic"; 

"not keeping score is un-Americann; and "the 

majority of coaches wanted to keep score, so 

the majority should rule." Even some of those 

who answered "B" commented that no problem 

existed until the coaches "bribed" the referee into 

allowing the shootout. 

What became clear as each class discussed this 

case was that comments supportive of answer "A" 

were simply rationalizations. Almost all of us have 

some experience with youth sports leagues and 

we tend to have established views on the benefits 

or detriments of competition. Some of us tended 

to evaluate this case based on predetermined 

ideas, often based on personal experience, falling 

back on rationalizations to support a position that 

probably deep down we knew to be wrong. 

As each class discussed this case and partici- 

pants shared their own experiences in similar 

situations, a group consensus usually emerged 

about the right thing that should have been done 

by the coaches. 

They should have taken their concerns to 

the commissioner and discussed them openly. 

the coaches pornt oi- view. 

Perhaps they could have reached a compromise. 

But, barring either, the coaches should have 

either abided by the commissioner's ruling or 

resigned their coaching positions. By discussing 

our ethical clilernmas with others -- especially 

with objective observers - it is often possible to 

set aside our judgment-clouding rationalizations 

and find the right solution. 

Another fascinating thing about this case hap- 

pened in one of the classes. One woman appeared 

to be agitated during the discussion. I asked her 

if she had anything she wanted to share with the 

group. She replied, "Yes. I paid good money to 

come to this class to learn the ethical rules we 

are supposed to be following as accountants and 

auditors. This silly case has nothing to do with ac- 

counting and auditing." I was somewhat stunned. 

I offered to refund her fee. And I was glad that 

the remaining cases all dealt with accounting and 

auditing. 

Reflecting on this unexpected outburst after- 

wards, it dawned on me that this participant was 

entrenched solidly in Kohlberg's "conventional 

level" of ethical thinking or what I called "rules- 

based" thinking (see the July/August Disclosures 

issue for more on ICohlberg's method). She did 

not care about metaphysical issues of right or 

wrong - she simply wanted to know the rules. 

To her, rules represent a safe harbor: As long as 

she can find a rule that supports her action, she's 

on solid ground, even if the action is not really 

the right thing under the particular 

circumstances. 

Ethical dilemmas can crop up all 

around us, even in areas outside our 

professional lives. We need to be alert 

for, and take advantage of, all oppor- 

tunities to flex our ethical muscles ,, 
and practice doing the right thing. 

Stav tuned: in the N o v e m h ~ r / J l ~ r ~ m -  
J 

ber issue of Disclosures, I will offer one 

more case study - this time a case devc 

oped for and relevant to U. S. Governmc 

Accountability Office employees, and it 

related to audit issues instead of youth 

sports. Cl 
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Ethics 

Doing the right thing, part 
ce of Redundancy Oftice case 

Bv David L. Cotton, CPA, CFE, CGFM 

In the July/August issue of Disclosures, I 
assessed several different decision models 

available to CPAs facing ethical dilemmas, 

and ultimately decided ethical decision 

trees and models are often crutches we 

use to help us avoid (or just delay) mak- 

ing tough decisions. 

Then, last issue I applied ethical deci- 

sion making to a case involving a youth 

soccer program. (To read both articles, 

check out the Disclosures archives at www. 

vscpa. com/Publications/ Disclosures). 

In developing my own version of the 

2005 ethics course mandated by the 

Virginia Board of Accountancy, I created 

seven cases laying out specific sets of facts 

related to possible ethical dilemmas. 

The Office of Redundancy Office case 

was developed specifically1 for one ethics 

class audience, the U. S. Government Ac- 

countability Office (GAO), but each class 

found it thought-provoking. 

The case 
Kerry Awne is assistant director in 

charge of the GAO's new Office of 

Redundancy Office (ORO). OR0  was 

Doing the right thing is  easier if top management 
demonstrates high ethica 

established at the request of the House 

Committee on Government Refbrm to 

evaluate specific government programs 

and assess whether they should (a) con- 

tinue to be funded at increased or current 

levels; (b) be consolidated with other 

programs to avoid duplication; or (c) be 

recommended for termination under 

"sunset" legislation. Kerry leads a team of 

evaluators who look at program results 

and duplications and report on program 

effectiveness. 

Kerry has just had a meeting with 

several members of the Committee on 

Government Reform and several staff 

members to report preliminary results of 

his team's evaluations of several programs. 

The "Recycle This!" program was 

found to duplicate other governmental 

efforts, while being ineffective and costly. 

The program was designed to promote 

more effective use of natural resources 

by providing incentives to local govern- 

ments to establish and promote recycling 

programs and initiatives. 

The evaluation revealed that com- 

munities who received Recycle This! 

grants had exactly the same per-capita 

recycling participation as communities 

who did not receive grants. Kerry's draft 

recommendation is to discontinue the 

program. 

One of the members of the Com- 

Kerry briefly when the meeting ends. 

They both walk to the congressman's 

office and meet in his conference room. 

Buster explains again about how im- 

portant the Recycle This! program is, 

and they discuss how the evaluation was 

conducted. 

The congressman offers several sug- 

gestions for ways the evaluation method- 

ology might be improved, and asks Kerry 

to have another look at the data and 

conclusions. Kerry agrees to review the 

methodology and data very thoroughly 

before the report is finalized to make sure 

the results are not flawed in any way. 

Buster thanks Kerry profusely and tells 

him how valuable ORO's work is to Con- 

gress. As he walks Kerry to the door he 

says, "You know, I also serve on the Ap- 

propriations Committee. There are sev- 

eral of our members from the other side 

of the aisle who would like to see OR0 

cut out of GAO's next appropriation. I 
sure would hate to see that happen." 

Select the most appropriate conclusion. 

A. There is no problem here. Rep. Bust- 

er's comments, taken in total, merely 

indicate his continuing support for 

ORO's work. 

B. This is a problem. Rep. Buster may 

have been trying to get Kerry to 

change his conclusions. 

mittee on Government Reform, Rep. The ethical dilemma 
Phillip A. Buster, expressed dismay at 

In my course, nine out of every 10 
this recommendation. He explained 

participants concluded that Buster was 
that he was the original sponsor of the 

exerting some not-very-subtle pressure 
legislation that created the program, 

on Kerry to alter his conclusions. This 
and he thinks the program is extremely 

would represent an "external impair- 
worthwhile. He asks if he can speak with 

ment" to independence as defined by 
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GA07s Yellow Book: integrity and ethical values more impor- 

"External impairments occur when au- tant than with the CEO and the senior 

ditors are deterred from acting objective- management team, who set the "tone at 

ly and exercising professional skepticism the top" and influence how other entity 

by pressures, actual or perceived, from personnel will conduct themselves. The 

management and employees of the audited "right" tone at the top helps: 

entity or oversight ~r~anizations."~ @ The organization's people do the 

What surprised me greatly, however, right thing, both legally and morally 

was the fact that GAO personnel were 

slightly less inclined to see this as a prob- 

lem than were non-GAO personnel. 

Sixty-four GAO professionals partici- 

pated in this exercise. Of these, 90.63 

percent said this was a problem while 

92.20 percent of the non-GAO personnel 

who studied the case thought this was a 

problem. I was surprised. Were the GAO 

folks less ethically focused than the non- 

GAO folks? 

Discussions with the GAO group 

quickly revealed the underlying reason 

for this apparent anomaly. The six of 64 

GAO professionals who said this was not 

a problem explained that their interpreta- 

tion of the question was "Would I have 

trouble deciding what to do?" 

They went on to explain that this type 

of scenario happens to them from time 

to time in the high-profile and sensitive 

work they do as part of GAO's mission. 

One GAO participant summed up her 

Create a compliance-supporting cul- 

ture, which is committed to enter- 

prise risk management 

Navigate "gray77 areas where no spe- 

cific compliqnce rules or guidelines 

exist 

Promote a willingness to seek assis- 

tance and report problems before the 

point of no return 

GA07s core values are accountability, 

integrity and reliability. My experiences 

with GAO have indicated that no other 

organization has a stronger, more ethically 

supportive tone at the top. It would be 

much easier for CPAs in public practice 

as well as industry to do the right thing 

if we all worked for organizations with 

similarly supportive ethical attitudes. 

Lessons learned 
I am sure that eachvirginia CPA found 

some lessons learned during 2005 ethics 

reaction to this case by saying "Look, we CPE experiences. For me, as both a par- 

know that our top management will back ticipant and as an instructor, the following 

us up when we get into situations like lessons stand out: 

this. What if the congressman carries out ' Ehcal decision models can be instruc- 

his threat and eliminates ORO? We know tive and helpful in terms of under- 

that we will still have jobs. In fact, top standing some of the esoteric aspects 

management is more likely to praise us for of ethical dilemma resolution, but 

taking a tough stance than anydung else." often only serve to delay doing the 

This case study result points out right thing in specific situations. 

another important element of ethical de- 
tB The most in resolv- 

cision making: It is much easier to do the 

right thing when we know we have the full 

support of our organization behind us. 

The Council of Sponsoring Orga- 

nizations of the Treadway Commission 

summed up the importance of this sup- 

portive tone at the top as follows: 

Integrity and commitment to ethical 

values start with the individual. Value 

judgments, attitude and style are based 

on individual experiences. Nowhere are 

I I 

ing ethical dilemmas is often simply 

recognizing that we are faced with 

such a dilemma. If we fail to recog- 

nize that, no ethical decision tree or 

model can help us. 

@ Rationalizations tend to be the 

enemy of sound ethical decision mak- 

ing. We tend to rationalize our way 

around doing the right thing when 

the right thing might be adverse to 

our personal or business interests. 

When we find ourselves devising 

rationalizations, it is usually a good 

indication that we are faced with an 

ethical dilemma, and we need to stop 

and evaluate the situation carefully 

before acting. 

@ Conferring with others (to the ex- 

tent other ethical considerations such 

as client confidentiality allow) can 

help us set aside judgment-clouding 

rationalizations and focus on doing 

the right thing. 

Doing the right thing is significantly 

easier to do if we work for organiza- 

tions that have high ethical standards 

demonstrated by top management. 

The 2005 ethics curriculum defined 

by the Virginia Board of Accountancy was 

a pretty good workout regimen enabling 

us to exercise our ethical muscles. As we 

continue to train these muscles, it should 

be much easier to spot ethical dilemmas 

and do the right thing. EI 

1. This case is totally fictitious. Any similarity 
between people, organizations or 
issues in the case and actual people, 
organizations and issues is entirely 
coincidental. 

2. Government Auditing Standards, 
paragraph 3.1 9. 

3. Enterprise Risk Management 
- Integrated Framework: Application 
Techniques, Council of Sponsoring 
Organizations of the Treadway 
Commission, September 2005, Pages 
8-9. 
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